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Abstract
In society today there are a multitude of conflicts. One of the most reported on conflicts is the
dichotomy between the right of the freedom of religion and freedom of speech, and how people
use and abuse such fundamental rights.
Utilizing the January 5th, 2015, terrorist attack committed against the satirical magazine Charlie
Hebdo as a point of reference it was my hope to analyze and define the existence and nature of the
conflict between free speech and free religion. If such a conflict does exist, how does it appear in
digital media publications, such as the Huffington Post?

Through critical discourse analysis I have been able to surmise that there is in fact a conflict
between the proponents of both rights. There is also, however, a third party that I have labeled as
Bridge arguments that presents new data into the equation.
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INTRODUCTION
The right to freedom of speech and media is for many, especially in the journalistic profession, the
corner stone of a functioning democracy. It was considered so pivotal to the formation of a
functioning government that the Founding Fathers of the United States included it as the first
amendment to their constitution. Nearly all democratic states have also included this as part of
their own constitutions as well.

However, there is another right that is highly valued around the world. The right to freedom of
religion was emplaced in many cultures to keep a dominant religion from being able to oppress
those of a differing faith. While it can be argued that this ideal has not been the practice within
democratic society it is still considered the spirit of the amendment.

These two rights have been harsh critics of each other throughout the years. Free speech has been
used to criticize religious beliefs with such advocates such as Professor Richard Dawkins, a noted
promoter of atheism. While followers of religion, such as the Pope, have critiqued these practices
by stating that people have taken the practice of free speech in order mocking those of faith.
However these conflicting viewpoints came to a bloody head on January 15th, 2015, when radical
Islamic terrorists stormed the Paris office of the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo, which resulted
in 12 deaths. This attack was specifically targeted at the journalists for the sardonic depiction of
the Prophet Muhammad that was presented within the publication. The international outcry
against this attack was massive and the support given to the Parisian people inspiring, with many
world leader arriving in Paris to show their support. The attack by these religious extremists was
dubbed an “open attack on freedom of speech itself” by many.

The effects of this attack on society have been far-reaching and dramatic. The former conflicting
view points of freedom of speech and religion have in many cases become embittered to the point
where each side of the argument has made the claim that the other wishes to eradicate the other.
This sentiment has been propagated in media, especially in regards to the comments section of
online media such as the Huffington Post.
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If there is a represented conflict between the right of free speech and freedom of religion in digital
media what is the nature of this conflict, if one does exists? Is it intrinsic of these two rights to
appose one another? Is one side of the conflict more to blame for the continuation of hostilities?
Or is it of a cyclical nature, with prejudice and fear feeding off each other from both sides until
something breaks the cycle? It is my aim within this study to come to understand what is the nature
of the conflict between two fundamental democratic freedoms, the right to free speech and the
right to freedom of religion, as seen within the context of new age media.

Conflict appears to be the defining aspect of the modern media climate. The current model for
many major media outlets follows the formula of “if it bleeds it leads”. This formula almost
mandates that instances of civil unrest, tragedy, and war be at the forefront of major international
news, especially in regards to the interest of the main media producing nations, the United States
of America and the United Kingdom. These instances of unrest can range from domestic issues
with law enforcement or equal rights debates, to large-scale issues such as climate change. This
age of strife reporting has lead me to question the medias role in one of the most protuberant,
according to major news agency Fox News, conflict perceived in the modern age.

One of the most prominent fields of reporting has been on the enduring conflict in the Middle
Eastern region of the world. The media has focused on the violence conducted by the radical
terrorist organization ISIS in the nations of Iraq and Syria, and attacks by Al-Quada, and
particularly the 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack, which will be the focus of my study. These
organizations, and others like them, have been the primary focus of journalistic endeavors the
world over, particularly in the United States of America, which houses some of the most influential
media corporations in the world such as CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News. These news agencies
have been presented for many years as the paramount of journalistic integrity and authority. Except
that as there is ongoing conflict in the Middle East and the world over so is there upheavals in the
standards of what constitutes as reliable coverage of the world’s events.

The Huffington Post is one of, if not the, largest online media companies on the planet and has
grown in its credibility each year. Composed largely of what are known as citizen journalists The
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Huffington Post has grown in its influence over the course of many years, and is now considered
by many of the younger generation to be their primary source of news both domestically and
internationally.

Digital media continues to grow as the prevailing source of information for the masses. The advent
of the internet changed the media landscape, and there are those who saw this from the early onset
of the digital age. While traditional news outlets and the digital journalists differ on many factors
in the way they present their articles and in many cases have been openly opposed to one another,
they have had one unifying factor, their belief in the right of freedom of speech.

Through this study of the coverage of the Charlie Hebdo attack in the Huffington Post I hope to
understand better the nature of this perceived conflict of speech and religion in media. Or weather
or not there actually is a conflict at all.

1. Literature Review
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Religion, conflict, and freedom of speech have been hot button issues for decades since the
inception of journalistic media. This has been particularly true in recent years as the global struggle
with terrorist religious organizations escalates. This has often raised the question, within the media,
on whether or not there is an inherent conflict in regards to these public freedoms, pitting them
against one another. This context is important because news media shapes the contextual thoughts
of the populace in regards to how religion is represented in media, how is it utilized as a
promotional tool for political agendas, and what kind of conflict stems from these representations.
It is also key to examine the impact and restrictions religion has implemented on the right to speak
freely. Unfortunately, while this topic is extremely relevant the world over, the focus of such
inquiries has been very limited in scope, thematically, geographically, and in discussing ethical
discourse. These limitations result in very accurate assertions on only a single element of the issue,
failing in the same manner that they criticize others of doing by focusing on the Who (religious
people or journalists) and the What (committing violence or offending religious people) of a
conflict with less time spent on the Why of both contributing parties. This leads to very one sided
arguments and victimization of one group over the other. The entire framework is there for a
comprehensive understanding of the issue of clashes between social constructs of civil rights but
the puzzle is not fully put together yet. The underlying issue of why this conflict exists and which
side is more to blame for it, if either, still an unclear sentiment at this time.

1.1 Thematic Review
One of the most crucial shortcomings of many studies in regards to the study of speech and
religious freedoms is that they are often portrayed in academic research in a very narrow theme.
The most common of these themes is that the media, particularly the mainstream western media,
dehumanize religious groups in order to Orientalize them as the great other that is coming to take
our rights away. This is usually characterized as being done for political reasons, “…a mediated
political discourse involved in the construction of a particular kind of religious enemy” (Marsden
& Savigny 2009, p.1). This angle of study focuses singularly on the idea that religious groups,
namely the ”none-Judo Christian”, are being exploited for political gain through their
representation in the media. This angle it flawed in its focus because no conflict is one sided. The
primary concentration of such studies is on how religion is misrepresented in the media,
Orientalized, and turned into the other by political media.
7

While this is true, and worthy of study it takes only one side in the argument and makes it seem as
if the conflict between free speech and freedom of religion is entirely the fault of the media
element. In its wording the focus falls squarely on how media ignores the Why of the actions of
terrorist groups and instead concentrates on the violence done by extremists and thus criminalizing
the community as a whole. While this is something that occurs in media it ignores the cyclical
structure of the conflict that the apposing sides of the conflict are retaliating against each other in
escalation for the previous actions of the other. This is also true of the inverse argument when
freedom of speech is instead ostracized by the political structure such as in Egypt under the rule
of Gamal Abdel Nasser “… all existing parties were dissolved and banned, freedom of association
abolished and freedom of the press severely restricted” (Stagh 1993, p.12). The reasoning behind
the action of limiting speech and discourse during a regime is merely boiled down to the base
element of power. While that may be true it does not adequately explain the Why in this context.
Another thematic focus is the market value of creating the ‘Other’ out of a minority religious
community. At its base core journalism and media is a business. Just like any other business it
needs to make a profit in order to be deemed successful and to continue to exist. In the current
market one of the quickest ways to ensure a profit is to over emphasize conflict and build upon the
distrust of the current ‘Other’ of the standard culture. Religious figureheads, such as the Pope and
the Prophet Muhammad, have been focuses of ridicule and caricatured into something ludicrous
or criminal. Muslim immigrants have been particular targets of this media theme in western nations
like Denmark where immigrants were often characterized as violent criminals, “The special
character of the link between the ‘immigrant’ and ‘violence’ is conditioned upon the collateralized
categories of Danes and immigrants and justifies the media’s focus on ‘immigrant crime’…”
(Yilmaz 2007, p.218). While the media did not outright say all violent crime was due to immigrants
it did focus heavily on violent crime conducted by immigrants, thus creating the correlation in the
audience’s mind that immigrants are violent. This again focuses on one side of the argument and
turns the religious minority, in this case Muslims, into the victims of predigest. While this may be
true it is not the only factor of the conflict.
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The majority of literature with the central themes of religion in the media focused almost
exclusively on the victimization of religious people. In the course of my research I found next to
no works that were focused on the persecution of free speech against religion. I believe this was
due to the next major limitation of studies conducted in this field, geography.

1.2 Geographical Review
This perceived conflict between speech and religion is a global issue. It is not limited to one nation
or geopolitical area of the world. However, many of the studies in regards to this issue focus on a
singular country, such as Denmark or the United Kingdom, or a geopolitical region of the world
such as the European Union. In fact a great deal of the studies available on the topic are heavily
Eurocentric in their framework. For example, the only case study pertaining to so called
“blasphemy laws” was conducted by the European Council, “Today’s Europe is a large space
where opportunities for intercultural exchanges multiply and the potential for cultural enrichment
develops constantly, even as we strive to consolidate our common values” (Council of Europe,
2010, p.7). This illustrates the European Unions stance of consolidating the values of its citizen
countries, including some with blasphemy laws, into a singular whole. While the European Union
is a massive geopolitical power and does face intercultural turmoil, it is not an accurate
representation of such issues as the conflict between the right of freedom of speech and freedom
of religion. Much of the European culture and political structure can be found throughout the
continent. They have unifying laws that govern the entirety of the Union as well as the local
governances which all have very similar structure and laws. Focusing on this one region of the
world, no matter how powerful or influential it may be in the global theater, limits the
understanding of what is a globalized social issue. No matter the country the ideals of freedom of
speech and freedom of religion can be found, even if they are not part of the governing identity.

1.3 Ethical Discourse
Ethical Discourse is a very tricky style to understand in the framework of a discussion of religion
and media. Religious groups find the media is being unethical by disenfranchising them and the
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media views criticism of their depictions of religious groups as an unethical attack on their freedom
of speech. There are no clearly defined ethics on how the media should treat religion, especially
minority religious views. This is due in large part to the fact that ethics are social constructs and
the media culture and religious cultures have different ethical viewpoints that they prioritize.
Ethical Discourse in this subject is, however, very important due to the fact that a lot of what is
rationalized as conflict between free speech and religion has been, at its base level, about ethics.
Both camps make valid arguments based on their own ethics. Yet when it comes to understanding,
or ratifying ethical practices there is no right answer. This is especially true on a global level where
differing nations will have differing legal views on ethics of religion and free speech, “Suggestions
from within the UN Human Rights Committee – that defamation of religion be included in their
mandate – have since demonstrated a similar disagreement, with the OIC (Origination of Islamic
Conference) spearheading this view, while mainly western democracies protested” (Eide, 2013,
p.73). This is one reason why the United Nations committee has had difficulty in making a
unifying ideal in regards to what constitutes defamation, or whether or not defamation should be
ostracized in the global society. It becomes very difficult to measure who is right and wrong when
it comes to ethics in this regard. Religious groups are correct in feeling that their assertion that it
is ethically wrong to defame their beliefs while simultaneously the media is correct that it is
unethical to enforce censorship upon their publications. This ethical argument is important to have
but impossible to come to a satisfactory conclusion.

*

*

*

*

It is my hope to avoid the pitfalls of ethics, thematic one-sidedness, or locking myself into a narrow
geopolitical area. By focusing on a more globalized research method or critical discourse analysis,
focused around a singular event that is viewed by the global media as a center point to this
perceived conflict, the terrorist attack on the satirical publication Charlie Hebdo. Through this
frame work I hope to come to a better understanding of the nature of the perceived conflict between
the right to the freedom of religion and the right to free speech, and how it is represented in digital
media. Since these rights are societal constructs written into law I will focus on the social basis for
my annalist within journalistic media rather than on national or political interests. Utilizing critical
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discourse analysis to formulate depictions of both sides of the argument in media should give a
clearer understanding of the existence, cause, and stimulation of this conflict of rights.

2.Theoretical and Methodological Framework
In order to better understand the nature of the perception of a conflict between the freedom of
speech and religion within the context of digital media I chose to focus the on the events of the
Charlie Hebdo attack organized by the terrorist organization Al-Qaida. This attack has been
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considered the focal point of the argument that religion, and such affiliated groups, are openly
apposed to the idea of free speech. On the opposite end of the argument religious groups use the
events leading up to the attack and the reactions in the aftermath as proof that the media is abusing
their right to free speech in order to bully and demonize people of faith.

I have chosen to conduct my research utilizing the Fairclough method of critical discourse analysis
(CDA) as both a theoretical and methodological framework to better understand the representation
of this conflict. I chose CDA due to the strong emotional component of the discussed events.
Language is possibly the most powerful development of any culture and is still the most adequate
way of comprehend mass responses to a situation after the fact. This coupled with the anonymity
granted by the use of the Internet will allow me to gage a broader, and more honest understanding
of the societal engagement of such events at Charlie Hebdo attack.

2.1Object of Study
The object of my study are a series of articles published by the Huffington Post from January 5 th,
2015, the date of the attack on Charlie Hepdo, to March 5th, 2015, two months after the attack. I
have selected these articles based on their relevance to the attack and its aftermath within the time
frame. I utilize this method of analysis on both the Macro and Micro scale of the articles and the
comments sections associated with them. I examined overall themes expressed in the individual
articles as well as well as specific language used to express these themes. When examining the
comments looked at key language usage that expresses the commenter’s viewpoint on the issue of
religion versus free speech. This analysis gives clearer picture of the societal opinion on the ideas
of religion and speech in regards to their freedoms and what the media perspective is in this regard.

I chose the Huffington Post as the object for my study for several reasons. Paramount among those
is that while traditional media is still moderately at the forefront of journalistic endeavors digital
publications continue to grow and become a force to be reckoned with in terms of reliability and
journalistic integrity. The Huffington post characterizes this trend by being one of the largest and
most reliable purely online publications in news media. Another factor is the size and scope of
their readership. The Huffington Post is available in thirteen countries world wide, both nations
that are of the Global North perspective such as the United States of American and the United
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Kingdom, their largest readership. They are also available in nations of the Global South such as
India and Brazil. As of October 2013 they announced a new record in Unique Views to the sight
of 84 million readers, with projections of further growth (businesswire.com). They are also
available across a multitude of platforms from online services to digital apps and even digital
television. This large and varied leadership will allow for a more international view in regards to
critical discourse analyses. These factors have made them a leading competitor in information’s
for the growing digital generation.

2.2Methodological Limitations
However there is no perfect method. The critical discourse analysis limits me to only analyzing
articles written in English along with English commentaries. Its strength in analyzing honest
societal opinion through the anonymity of the Internet is also a double-edged sword. On the one
hand, it does allow for more honest discourse, given that people speak more freely when they are
anonymous. On the other it also allows for rouge elements specified as “Trolls” stating their
potentially false opinions. Those labeled as Trolls generate scandalous commentaries in order to
propagate discord within the readership of an entire publication as a whole or within the confines
of a singular article.

The commentating that these individuals propagate cannot be held as a factual representation of
the persons’ own beliefs due to the anonymous nature of online commenting. However the
comments generated in this style, to cause greater conflict, is important to the conversation as a
whole. Whether or not the original comment is the factual opinion of the one who posted it, its
effect on the societal discourse is real and can elicit a more varied response pattern.

Another issue is that in some cases Huffington Post may have disabled the comments section on
some articles. The reasons for this action can be varied. The age of the comments and lack of new
readership may be a factor. It could also be the case that the comments had become so vulgar and
threatening that they were no longer construed as beneficial to the publication to allow access to
them.

The articles I have chosen are representatives of four different nations, Canada, The United King,
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India, and the United States of America. I have chosen these nations due to language constraints
and the larger percentage of readers in those global areas.

2.3Analyzed Articles
I have chosen eight different articles, out of over a hundred thousand possible articles, from these
nations within the time frame discussed above. Articles were organized on the Huffington Post
sites according to their relevance within the time frame. The individual articles were chosen based
of their listed relevance in the search engine and that focused on the larger conflict surrounding
the Charlie Hebdo attack rather than on the event itself.

Huffington Post Canada
Charlie Hebdo Editor Slams News Organizations For Not Publishing Cartoons: By: Ali
Watkins, Published 01/18/2015 – Updated 01/19/2015
(450 Comments)
Charlie Hebdo's Cartoons Were Racist, Not Satirical: By Hana Shafi, Published 01/15/2015 –
Updated 03/17/2015
(102 Comments)

Huffington Post India
'I Am Being Hounded Even After Apology', Says Woman Editor Of Urdu Daily That
Published Charlie Hebdo Cartoon: By Rituparna Chatterjee, Published 02/05/2015
(0 Comments)
Are We All Blindly Saying Je Suis Charlie: By Ali Khan Mahmudabad, Published 01/13/2015
– 03/015/2015
(0 Comments)

Huffington Post United Kingdome
The Pope Basically Just Blamed Charlie Hebdo Cartoonists For Provoking Attack: By
Jessica Elgot, Published 01/15/2015
(573 Comments)
The Charlie Hebdo Murders: An Attack on Religious Liberty, Not Free Expression: By Doug
Bandow, Published 01/28/2015 – Updated 03/29/2015
14

(81 Comments)

Huffington Post United States of America
Muslims Around The World Condemn Charlie Hebdo Attack: By Carol Kuruvilla & Antonia
Blumberg, Posted 01/07/2015 – Updated 01/08/2015
(648 Comments)
Mosques Attacked In Wake Of Charlie Hebdo Shooting: By Antonia Blumberg, Published
01/08/2015 – Updated 01/09/2015
(628 Comments)

These articles were chosen for their relevance to the target incident within the time frame provided
for the study. I chose one article that was published outside the timeframe in order to provide a
context for the attack in Paris and it’s aftermath in regards to conflict between religion and free
speech. These articles were also chosen to allow for diverse viewpoints both in defense of religion
and in defense of freedom of speech over religion.
The comments to be analyzed will be those with the greatest “social ranking” within the Huffington
Post audience. I will be selecting the top ten ranked comments for each article for where comments
were available.

3. Critical Analysis
In this chapter I will be discussing the process of my critical analysis of the selected articles. I will
introduce each article and describe the stance of each article, their headline, and the focus of each
article pertaining to the nation from which it was selected.

*

*

*

*
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Conflict is fundamental aspect of news reporting. The term “if it bleeds it leads” has been construed
to be the standing marching orders of the media in regards to what type of news will be reported.
What is more, the majority of news agencies have been accused of producing skewed information
to garner economic or political favor in order to propagate an agenda. The most common
accusation in recent years is the media’s method of disenfranchising or ‘Orientalizing’ certain
cultural or religious groups. Accusations have been published in works such as Media Religion
and Conflict (Marden & Savigny, 2009). Particular focus has been placed upon Muslims and those
of Islamic faith given the current rampage of terrorist organizations affiliated with people of that
faith and ethnicity. These groups have openly and violently attacked what many consider to be
focal points of the Western, progressive, and Democratic values, Namely the right to freedom of
speech through their brutal attack on the Charlie Hebdo publication.

Despite the current digital era of information, people still rely heavily on the media and journalists
to be able to understand events happening in the world. If those journalists are using tragic events
such as the Charlie Hebdo attack to instigate that one intrinsic right is more important than another,
or using such events to “Orientalize” or alienate an entire already disenfranchised culture then
steps need to be taken to rectify this situation.

3.1In-depth Textual Examination of the Articles
Through the course of my text evaluation of the Huffington post articles pertaining to the attacks
on Charlie Hebdo I discovered two common themes that pertained to the majority of articles.
These themes take on both sides of the argument of speech versus religion in its totality. One side
goes by the philosophy that society should blame the terrorists but not the religion while the other
speaks out against religion, particularly Islam. Not only are these sentiments divided in philosophy
but also geographically. The four articles chosen from North American nations, the United States
and Canada, voice concerns of retaliation against Muslims for the crimes of the three Islamic
extremists that conducted the attack in Paris and the sentiment that the views of terrorists are not
shared by the Islamic global community as a whole. While the articles from the United Kingdom
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publication of the Huffington Post had the opposite statement in that religion was to blame for the
Charlie Hepdo attack and similar religiously motivated attacks by Islamic terrorist groups.

Despite this the comments sections for each article appear to be near evenly divided in regards to
their viewpoints. It was interesting to note however that the articles published on the United
Kingdom issue of Huffington Post had far more extreme views on both sides of the argument and
fewer Bridges, or people who tried to take the middle ground of the argument.

3.1.1 United States of America
The majority of prominent articles pertaining to the Charlie Hebdo attack focused on the over all
theme of retaliation and solidarity. Interestingly, the two articles I found most relevant did not
focus as heavily on the initial violence of the attack itself but on the aftermath in regards to the
retaliations faced by the Muslim and Islamic communities of France and Europe as a whole. The
solidarity was the focus point of an attempt to dissuade these retaliatory attacks against Muslims
by showing that the Muslim community at large condemned the attack. These sentiments can be
most easily highlighted in the headlines of each article.

Solidarity of the Muslim community with the rest of the French citizenry was best depicted in the
article headline “Muslims Around The World Condemn Charlie Hebdo Attack” (Kurubilla &
Blumberg, 2015); this headline makes a strong statement both by mentioning the Muslim
community and excluding to mention Islam. In the media when referencing terrorist organizations
such as Al-Qaeda, Boko Haram, or ISIS the common practice is to refer to them as Islamic
terrorists. In fact the term Islam is almost exclusively used to describe terrorists. For example,
during the attack in Paris a police officer was shot and killed by the terrorists, and that was largely
how he was portrayed, as a slain police officer killed by Islamic radicals. However it came out
later that the slain officer was in fact Muslim himself. This is important in the context of this article
because it does not refer to the aggressors as Islamic, only to the crime they committed. Instead it
utilizes the term Muslim as a positive by stating that not all Muslims are terrorists but are
condemning the attack committed by terrorists.
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This notion of solidarity continues throughout the article from the very first sentence, “Muslims in
France and around the world banded together on Wednesday to strongly condemn the deadliest
terror attack the country has seen in the past two decades” (Kurubilla & Blumberg, 2015), This
statement furthers the hook of the headline by stating in no uncertain terms that Muslims are
banding together against the terrorists that conducted the attack in Paris.

The authors, Carol Kuruvilla and Antonia Blumberg, of the article continue throughout the feature
refrain from directly associating Islam with the terrorist attacks. Instead they choose to focus the
direct correlation between the Islamic faiths to those that are protesting against terrorism. Instead
they utilize terms such as “attackers” or “gunmen”. This firmly associates the terrorist group with
violate iconography while not directly associating Muslims with violence.

The theme of solidarity was not limited only to the words, or removal of associative words, by the
authors but also representatives of the community as well. Utilizing Twitter1, the authors, showed
representations of the Muslim community leaders and added their voice to the article. While these
Tweets are not representatives of national Islamic leaders they were representatives of highly
regarded and respected members of the Islamic community of France, the United States, other
European countries, as well as the global members of the religion.

The other aspect focused on in articles was that of retaliation. More accurately it focused on the
hypocrisy of retaliation in regards to people committing violence in reaction to the Charlie Hebdo
attack. Again in the headline the authors do not associate Islam with the attack directly but instead
castes the faith as the victim, “Mosques Attacked In Wake Of Charlie Hebdo Shooting” (Blumberg,
2015). This headline, like the one mentioned previously comments the identity of Muslim and
Islam to the victims of retaliatory attacks committed against centers of worship for those of the
Islamic faith, Mosques. These attacks are affiliated with terms like “revenge” and “far-right”,
terms that have come to have very negative connotations in associated with them in recent years,
particularly in the United States.

Twitter comments were presented in the article as screen captions from the commenter’s
Twitter account.
1
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Throughout the article the author reframes from using terms that directly associate terrorism with
Islam but does directly associate specific political and social figures within both France and abroad
that have been promoting the idea that Islam is to blame for the attack.

I speculate that these themes of retaliation and keep in line with the cultural identity seen in the
Untied States media, the disenfranchised standing together against violent retaliation.

3.1.2 Canada
The reporting from Canada takes two unique perspectives in regards to the Charlie Hebdo attack.
These two perspectives are divided but are both firmly on the side against the media in regards to
the Charlie Hebdo attack. One theme focuses on the idea that publications that did not print the
satirical images of the Prophet Muhammad in the wake of the Paris shooting were pandering to
the whims of the terrorists and not fulfilling there democratic obligation, in the words of the new
editor-in-chief of Charlie Hebdo, Gerard Biard. The other theme was a condemnation of the
Charlie Hebdo cartoons that sparked this violent attack, as well as the terrorists that committed the
violence.

The first theme I will be addressing based off of the two Canadian articles that I chose is that of
the divide that has occurred within media outlets in regards to the publication of the
aforementioned satirical cartoons created by Charlie Hebdo of the prophet Muhammad. In the
article “Charlie Hebdo Editor Slams News Organizations For Not Publishing Cartoons” (Watkins,
2015), the focus of the piece is on the media itself from the point of view of Gerard Biard, the new
editor-in-chief of Charlie Hebdo after the attacks. He makes the claim that the cartoons are “not
just a little figure, It’s a symbol.” A symbol, he claims, of freedom not only for the right to free
expression but religion as well.

These ideas are very important when analyzing the conflict of freedom of religion versus the
freedom of speech because it shows that there are not two sides to the argument. While there are
few, if any, within the media that would support the terrorist attacks, not all support the decision
of Charlie Hebdo’s editorial team to print the cartoons that where the focus of the attack.
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However the author of the article reframes from using inflammatory language to describe the
decisions of the other news outlets that chose not to publish the cartoons. Terms like ‘refused’ are
not utilized to describe the action of these agencies. Instead a more socially refined term, ‘declined’
is used to represent the decision.

Another very important theme is present within the context of the article, choice,
“In the days since the attack, several news organizations have declined to reprint the
controversial drawings in full, and have also chosen not to reprint the paper’s first
cover since Jan. 7”. (Ali Watkins, 2015)
Choice is a key component to both of the conflicted rights that surround this issue. The choices to
say something or to not, as well as the choice to believe in religion or to not, these choices are
what define our rights. It is important to include the aspect of choice within the context of this
conflict of rights. This importance of choice is often excluded from the commentary when
discussing religion and free speech, with many dictating that both rights must be total and
exclusive.

The other strong premise coming out of the writers at Huffington Post Canada is that of intolerance.
More directly how the “Charlie Hebdo’s Cartoons Were Raciest, Not Satirical” (Shafi, 2015).
This article follows a very strict formula in expressing this theme that the media, namely Charlie
Hebdo in this context, has been discriminating the entire Muslim population of the world because
of the violent action of radical elements within the faith. This formula begins with the idea that
we as the readers should blame the terrorists rather than the faith. The opening paragraph quickly
and decisively sides with the victims of the Charlie Hebdo massacre and denounces the violence
that anyone does against another because they disagree with their actions or beliefs.

However, the author also voices the opinion that people need to take into account the limits of free
speech. This concept of limits appears to be the primarily point of contention for those that are
proponents of free speech. In many regards they believe that there should be no limits to free
speech at all under any circumstances, including what some would consider hate speech or raciest
sentiments.
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Conversely, this article argues that we, the reader, need to remain critical in our ideas when it
comes to such a powerful right as free speech. Stating that while no violent action is justifiable in
the face of what is characterized as hate speech, people should not use tragedy to justify hate either.

These apposing viewpoints share the commonality of being against the media for what they did or
did not do in regards to these attacks, this could be perceived as a general mistrust of the media as
a whole by the Canadian people.

3.1.3 United Kingdom
Of the eight articles chosen for the purpose of this study I found that those chosen from the United
Kingdom page of the Huffington Post were the most decisive in their views, which are aggressively
against religion. While articles from other nations opted to cursorily side with the Islam, not
necessarily out of any shared belief but more out of combating disenfranchisement of an entire
culture, the articles within the United Kingdom Huffington Post page are openly against not just
Islam but religion in general.
The first article I examined, “The Pope Basically Just Blamed Charlie Hebdo Cartoonists for
Provoking Attack” (Elgot, 2015), makes the statement by its headline that the Pope is against the
idea of freedom of speech. By stating that he has blamed the victims of violence for the violence
committed against them paints the Pope, and thus the entire Catholic Church, as pro violence or at
the very least anti freedom of speech. This article continues in this theme with examples of the
criticism against the Pope through Twitter 2comments highlighted within the article. Each of the
comments pulled from Twitter reference the concept of the “I Believe in free expression, but…”,
a common theme that argues that someone really does not believe in what they are saying. For
many, adding the word ‘but’ within an argument negates any statement prior to the conjunction.
A common example being “I am not a racist, but…” at which point the speaker says something
that is racially insensitive, thus negating their claim to not being a racist.

Twitter comments were presented into the article as screen shots taken from the author of the comment’s
Twitter account.
2
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The focus of the article is around a statement given by Pope Francis after the attack on Charlie
Hebdo that spoke out against violence in the name of religion but at the same time called for the
responsible use of free speech to provoke those of faith. However in the article itself Pope Francis’s
comments against violence are over shadowed by his call for the advocates of free speech to take
into account not to assault religion. The lack of the entirety of the Pope’s statement demonstrates
the theme of anti religious sentiments within the media.
The second article is a very long opinion piece, “The Charlie Hebdo Murders: An Attack on
Religious Liberty, Not Free Expression” (Bandow, 2015), is an interesting example. Through the
headline of the article it would appear that the article is in support of religion. The statement strikes
the cord that attacks by religious extremists in the world are a more direct attack on the liberties
of those that prescribe to a religion more than an attack against freedom of expression.

However, upon reading the article in its entirety I found that the themes and language presented in
the article are more in line with blaming religion, particularly Islam, for the suffering of and
discrimination against the religious, “However, the problem of violent religious intolerance is
almost uniquely Muslim” (Bandow, 2015). The argument for this viewpoint is focuses on nations
that still practice laws against blasphemy. Sighting that such laws require little to no proof of such
action, an accusation is enough to see one imprisoned or executed, either through the state or
through mob justice. In these instances the article refers to minority faiths or secularists as being
the primary targets of such discrimination under religious regimes but states that the influence of
these religious states are attempting to spread into western democratic nations.
Over this entire article religious liberties are presented as a way of “transcending” religion,
“Restricting opinion necessarily limits inquiry, and thus the pursuit of truth. For Religion there is
not greater affront that to inhibit people’s search for the transcendent and liberty to respond, yay
or nay, to God’s call” (Bandow, 2015). This statement could be interrupted as stating that by
removing the opinion of others, through anti defamation laws designed to protect the religious
from being slandered, one limits the opportunities to move beyond the need of religion.
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The United Kingdom’s stance against religion in these articles could have to do with their
proximity to the Charlie Hebdo attack, it is possible because of this proximity that greater
animosity towards the viewed culprit would be more pronounced.

3.1.4 India
India presents a unique case to this study. Unlike the other three nations discuses India supports a
large population of people that share the Islamic faith. While the nation is predominantly Hindu it
second most numerous religion is that of the Islam. Despite this the views of the media presented
by the Huffington Post India webpage were shown to be decisively divided in their views of the
situation regarding free speech and freedom of religion. One article focuses on the backlash against
the media faced by an editor for an Urdu daily publication after she published the aforementioned
satirical cartoons created by Charlie Hebdo. The other rallies around the idea that people are
blindly supporting the Je Suis Charlie movement that sprung up in support of Charlie Hebdo in
the wake of the attack against them.
In the first article I analyzed “’I Am Being Hounded Even After Apology’, Says Woman Editor Of
Urdu Daily That Published Charlie Hebdo Cartoon” (Chatterjee, 2015), demonstrates how
religion is apposed to the freedom of speech. The focused theme of the article is on the Editor of
‘Avadhnama’, Shirin Dalvi, has been hounded by religious radicals and arrested for printing the
aforementioned cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad. While she states that the article in her
publication was not about defaming Islam she has been ostracized by the community, and harassed
out of her home and job. Forced to go into hiding, she fears for her and her children’s safety.

This article shows how religion does not tolerate free speech that they perceive to be targeted
against them. The actions of the Muslim community within India depicts a scene in which decent
against the prophet will not be tolerated, even when it is not in a defamatory context.
The other article, “Are We All Blindly saying Je Suis Charlie” (Mahmudabad, 2015), is a strong
indicator of what I have been calling the bridge argument. This article focuses not on placing blame
of one civil right over the other but instead focuses on the context of the issue. That is the major
theme of the argument presented in the article, that the populace, media, and governments are
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ignoring the context of the larger issue at hand. Again the article is quick to denounce the attackers
of Charlie Hebdo but also makes a clear statement against the publication as well. The article sites
that the Charlie Hebdo publication utilized vulgarity ‘masqueraded’ as satire, referencing several
racist and sexually graphic cartoons utilized by the publication to defame religions and the French
citizenry.

This contextual evidence against Charlie Hebdo is utilized to show that while it is tragic what
occurred and that they should not be blamed for the attack, they should also not be lofted as
champions of free speech. The overall opinion of the article is that the slogan ‘Je Suis Charlie’ (I
am Charlie), a reference that the attack on Charlie Hebdo was an attack on the value of free speech,
is fault for those who do not agree with the publication’s choices for “satirical” cartoons. Citing
instead “I am not Charlie but I defend their right to abuse me and I condemn their murders”, a play
on the philosophy of Voltaire of disagreeing with the speech but fighting to the death the right to
say it.

The second context discussed within the article is that of equal representation of blame. The article
makes a clear statement that while religion has been the primary catalyst for the hate and terrorist
activities that resulted in the attack in Paris there is another key factor that is being ignored.
Referencing western influence in predominantly Islamic regions of the world, focusing primarily
on the French and American involvement in supplying weapons to rebel groups throughout the
Middle East. The statement made that while religion is to blame for the radical behavior stemming
from this region of the world equally to blame is the supplement of training and military weaponry
from western nations that have allowed it to spread as far as it has.
Given India’s religious leanings the content of these articles was surprising. I had expected to find
far more relevant articles focused in favor of Islam and its supporters.

*

*

*

*

The results of the analyzed articles have shown a clear divide within the media’s perspective of
the conflict. There is a near even divide between opposition in favor of religion over free speech
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and vice versa. Where a larger view of the public opinion was available, however, in the posted
comments in association with each article.

3.2 Comment Analysis
Thorough the course of my analysis of the presented articles from each nation I also analyzed the
top socially ranked comments in association with their corresponding article. These comments
were of key importance to understanding whether or not there is a perception of conflict between
the right to freedom of religion and free speech. These comments were internationally generated,
so people from multiple nations commented upon articles that were presented on the Huffington
Post page for a specific country.

However, not every article had comment available for analysis. The articles from Huffington Post
had the lowest readership based on their posted shares through social media, the primary source of
commentary from the readership on Huffington Post, and thus had no comments posted to their
articles. Other articles had several comments posted and large circulation through social media,
but their comments section attached to the articles was deactivated. There are several reasons for
this. The majority of the comments could have violated the Huffington Post’s commentator
agreement clause and been disabled. There could have been threats of violence against the authors
of the articles, a common occurrence with online publications, and thus been disabled. However
this is only speculation as I was unable to get in touch with the Huffington Post staff to confirm
the cause for the comment sections deactivation with certain articles.

Regardless, the majority of the comments were available for viewing and I noticed an interesting
pattern of displayed comments. I analyses the commentaries that were posted by filtering them by
social ranking, how many views, “Likes”, or responses a comment had received through social
media. What I found was that the top two comments were always of opposing views to each other.

How the comments section of Huffington Post works is that someone can post a comment through
their social network account, such as Facebook, that is directly affiliated with the article itself.
Then others may reply to the initial comment to agree or rebuff their argument. Comments with a
large number of replies will appear higher on the list than those with lower reply ratings.
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Inflammatory or controversial comments will often have the highest number of replies to them. In
fact some speculate that that is the intent behind such comments, to garner higher numbers of
replies rather than to actually depict a critical viewpoint on the article and larger issue of religion
and free speech.
For example, in the articles “Muslims Around the World Condemn Charlie Hebdo Attack”
(Kuruvilla & Antonia, 2015) and “Masques Attacked In Wake Of Charlie Hebdo Shooting”
(Blumberg, 2015), the comments section showed striking similarities in which style of comments
were perceived as more socially worthy of discourse. Both articles elicited strong reactions from
the readers, with the highest rated comment for either being antagonistic towards religion in
general or Muslims specifically.

“Bag them up...all of them, Christians, Jews, Muslims. Send them off far away, put walls
around them, and let's move this planet forward free of spirituality.” (80 Likes on
Facebook, 143 replies)
The language in this comment is incredibly hostile towards religion. The term “bag them up”
brings to mind two violent images into the discussion. When taken out of the context of the rest of
the sentence one could surmise that the individual is suggesting that violence should be committed
against those of religion. Bag them up may vary well be a euphemism for putting a person in a
body bag used for transporting cadavers.
Another set of images comes to mind when the full context of the sentence is read. “Bag them up”
coupled with “Send them off far away, put walls around them…” could also be interpreted as
describing people of fait as garbage to be bagged and thrown away. While not as overtly violet as
the previous correlation it does have a strong dehumanizing element. Stating that if you are of any
religion you are less than the rest of society.

Not all of the negative comments are so proudly targeted at all religions. There were also those
that specified Muslims specifically and in total.
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“Those comments of supposedly saddened Muslims are only for show because deep inside
they are happy for the slain of the infidels. Give me a break please.” (85 Likes on Facebook,
129 Replies)

This comment reflects an idea that all Muslims, regardless of their involvement with the attacks,
are to blame for the terrorist attack. The language used, such as “supposedly” and the fraise “inside
they are happy fro the slain of the infidels”, despite showing poor grammatical structure illustrates
an idea that the entire Islamic faith is full of nothing but hate for all others. This comment was in
response to the open and vocal condemnation of the Charlie Hebdo attack, by the Muslim
community of both France and internationally, shows a clear hostility towards Islam and
vicariously to faith. However, not all of the top comments where against the religious members of
society. In the articles “Pope Basically just blamed Charlie Hebdo Cartoonists For Provoking
Attack” (Elgot, 2015) and “Charlie Hebdo Editor Slams News Organizations For Not Publishing
Cartoons” (Watkins, 2015), the top rated comments were in fact apposed to the idea that all
religion is to blame for the woes of the world, but also did not blame free speech for the conflict.
These individual comments I have titled Bridge arguments, in that they attempt to Bridge both
sides of the argument with expanded upon context.
“Freedom means the freedom to print or not to print, to worship or not to worship, to react
or not to react. If the media declines to print, that's their RIGHT.” (123 Likes on Facebook,
81 replies)
The argument presented in this perspective focuses on the idea of freedom. This is clearly
illustrated with the use of the words “freedom” and “right”. In the context of the comment one can
discern that the commentator is remarking that even when you disagree with someone they still
have the right to a differing viewpoint.

I quantify this as a bridge argument because it does not focus on one side of the conflict of rights
in one direction over the other. Instead it merely states that the discussed rights, freedom of speech
and freedom of religion, are meant to protect all viewpoints within their scope, and thus both rights
are equal.
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The key to these bridge arguments is that they focus not on one right against another. Instead they
focus on the context of the issue in discussion, such as in this comment in association with the
article “The Pope Basically Just Blamed Charlie Hebdo Cartoonist For Provoking Attack.”
“I do believe he stated that it is entirely wrong for anyone to use violence or kill in the name
of one's religion. The number of people on here who espouse the right of satirists to give
any opinion they like (which is correct) but then to slam the Pope for giving his, just smacks
of the double standards surrounding this whole issue. Poke fun at faith but when someone
tries to give an alternative view they are slaughtered by the keyboard warriors. Either
everyone is allowed their opinion, or no-one is at all. I deplore double standards wherever
they emanate from!” (132 Likes on Facebook, 66 replies)
This comment brings into call that the article did not present Pope Francis’s entire comment on
the Charlie Hebdo attack. Instead they pulled pieces of the statement out of context to illustrate a
point that fit the agenda of the article’s author.

The language utilized here expresses the anger of the double standard utilized in the arguments
both for free speech and for religious freedoms. The double standards characterized here is
squarely against those proponents of free speech who try to silence others who wish to exercise
the same right to speak against those that are defaming them. However the comment broadens the
argument with the final statement of “I deplore double standards where they emanate from.” This
expresses the nature of double standards, no matter in what context, as disgraceful to the right that
such actions are attempting to ‘protect’.

Through the examination of the comments connected to each article I was given a larger view of
the conflict of rights as seen through the media. Yes there is a conflict between the two camps of
free speech and freedom of religion but there is also the third camp that utilizes the bridge argument
to negate the conflict as a whole.

3.4 Results
Through the course of my research I have come to the conclusion that there is indeed a perception
of conflict between the rights of speech and religion as shown in digital media. However I
discovered some unexpected results during my readings. The conflict as presented by Huffington
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Post seems more targeted at the media for alienating and disenfranchising minorities. There
appears to be a smaller percentage of articles that leveled blame for the ideological conflict
between speech and religion at the feet of the faithful. This was not the case, however, with the
comments sections for many of these articles. Within this public sphere of Huffington Post readers
voiced both anti religious and anti media sentiments in near equal measure.

In the course of my research I found more published articles on the Huffington Post that spoke of
the terrible events surrounding the Charlie Hebdo attack with acknowledgements that those that
perpetrated the attacks were criminals and deserving of scorn but were very quick to voice their
concern against the notion that these terrorists were representatives of all Muslims.

On the other hand I found several articles defending the religious community by making claims
that the cartoons of the prophet Mohammed done by Charlie Hebdo were racist, or offensive rather
than satirical as they were said to be.

The comments sections however seemed strongly divided on the issue with many voicing open
distain and even calls for violence against all religions, but particularly Muslims. While others
spoke against these assertions in defense of religion by vilifying the media for promoting hate
speech.

Curiously there was a third party to the discourse within the comments section. For simplicity sake
I will refer to these individuals as Bridges. These were individuals who maintained level arguments
on both sides and utilized the digital platform not to vilify or victimize on side of the argument
over the other, but instead to ‘bridge’ the argument into one of reason versus extremism rather than
and ‘us’ verses them mentality. I also noticed that the number of these types of responses appeared
to be growing and is less prone to being shouted down by the more extremist viewed groups.
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4. Discussion & Conclusion
Through the critical discourse analysis of articles published on the Huffington Post and the
opinions expressed by its audience I have come to the conclusion that there is in fact a conflict
between the rights of freedom of religion and free speech as represented through the media. By
utilizing articles about the Charlie Hebdo attack as the object of my study I was able to examine
the discourse generated by these articles and come to better understand the views of the general
audience for this publication about free speech and freedom of religion.

I came to this conclusion based off the evidence that the majority of the articles represented in the
study did in fact generate a discourse that favored one side over the other in regards to the
argument. Some blamed religion as a proprietor of intolerance towards free speech. Others made
the faithful into the victims, namely followers of Islam, of an intolerant media and demonized the
news outlets for their depiction of these religiously affiliated groups. These views were further
expressed by the audience of Huffington Post in their comments that blamed one side over the
other for the Charlie Hebdo attack.
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However, in evaluating the context of the articles, coupled with the commentary of the readers I
came to understand that the conflict is not inherent to the two rights.

As I studied the presented commentary coupled with each article I came to understand another
view point that I labeled as a “Bridge Argument”, or an argument that facilitates both sides of the
conflict but does not propagate one right over the other, essentially bridging the two rights together.
Through analyzing the bridge arguments discussed previously I have come to understand that the
conflict of religion and free speech is cyclical. Meaning that it is a conflict that feeds upon itself.
Much like a circle there is no beginning or end to the conflict, merely a repetition of mistrust and
animosity when two groups do not wholly agree.

These bridge style arguments are the key to understanding how we as journalists can represent
both rights equally. One right does not superseded the other, because they are in both intrinsically
tied to the right of ‘Freedom of Expression’, but are different aspects of that personal expression.
I believe that these results were reached through the greater availability of information to the reader
and thus they were able to form more concise opinions about the conflict of rights presented to
them.

This pattern of mutual understanding, or at least critical thought, creates for greater discourse
overall and thus should be researched further. However, due to the overwhelming amount of data
available, with hundreds of articles published about the Charlie Hebdo attack on Huffington Post
alone coupled with thousands of comments, a full analysis of this bridge argument phenomena
could not be adequately examined in the course of this study. Further exploration of critical
discourse along with statistical analysis would be beneficial towards understanding this occurrence
in greater depth. Not only in regards to the rights of free religion and free speech, but many other
social, issues that are relevant to social discourse.

By bridging the context of both arguments together in the purview of free expression, we as
journalists can come to understand and potentially end the argument. Creating a level ground for
all forms of expression.
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Appendix 1
Twitter Comments in Regards to the article “Pope Basically just
blamed Charlie Hebdo Cartoonists For Provoking Attack”
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Twitter Comments in regards to the article “Muslims Around the
World Condemn Charlie Hebdo Attack”
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Numerical Representation of the Three Critical Discourses
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This graph is a representation of the presented arguments for freedom of speech over freedom of
religion (Speech), freedom of religion over freedom of speech (Religion), and presented bridge
arguments (Bridge) out of the entirety of the top rated comments presented with each of the
analyzed articles.
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Appendix 2
This is a visual representation of the methodology I utilized through CDA to identify key
themes, patterns, and key terms within the articles as well as the comments that I
reviewed for this thesis.

Muslims Around The World
Condemn Charlie Hebdo
Attack
Strong heady line indicates overall tone of the article to demonstrate perception
of unity within the global Muslim community against terrorist attack at Charlie
Hebdo
The Huffington Post | By Carol Kuruvilla & Antonia Blumberg
author social buttons
Email

Muslims in France and around the world banded together on
Wednesday to strongly condemn the deadliest terror attack the
country has seen in the past two decades.
(Lead in to the article consolidates the theme of the article that was
presented in the headline)
Three masked gunmen (not referred to as Islamic terrorists) stormed
the Paris offices of Charlie Hebdo, a satirical magazine that has
become notorious for its caricatures of the Prophet Muhammad. One
of the men reportedly shouted “Allahu akbar” as they unleashed a
barrage of bullets that left at least twelve dead.
Muslim leaders and activists immediately denounced the terrorists
actions, reiterating the verse in the Quran that tells Muslims when one
kills just one innocent person, it is as if he has killed all of humanity.
The Grand Mosque of Paris, one of the largest in France, issued a
statement on its website shortly after the attacks, saying its
community was "shocked" and "horrified" (Powerful word choices to
demonstrate the feelings of the populace) by the violence.
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We strongly condemn these kind of acts and we expect the authorities
to take the most appropriate measures. Our community is stunned by
what just happened. It’s a whole section of our democracy that is
seriously affected. This is a deafening declaration of war. Times have
changed, and we are now entering a new era of confrontation.
The Union of Islamic Organizations of France also responded on its
website, writing: “The UOIF condemns in the strongest terms this
criminal attack, and these horrible murders. The UOIF expresses its
deepest condolences to the families and all the employees of Charlie
Weekly.”
Hassen Chalghoumi, imam of the Drancy mosque in Paris's SeineSaint-Denis suburb, spoke with France's BFM TV and condemned the
attackers, saying, "Their barbarism has nothing to do with Islam."
"I am extremely angry," Chalghoumi said. "These are criminals,
barbarians. They have sold their soul to hell. This is not freedom. This
is not Islam and I hope the French will come out united at the end of
this."
Countless Muslim activists, leaders and authors took to social media
Wednesday to express horror and dismay at the attack:
Follow

Wajahat Ali
✔
@WajahatAli

France, turning on your own Muslim citizens & "blaming Islam" for
#CharlieHebdo feeds the extremists' agenda. Don't help them.
3:49 PM - 7 Jan 2015
151 151 Retweets 92 92 favorites
Follow
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Iyad El-Baghdadi @iyad_elbaghdadi
As a Muslim, killing innocent people in the name of Islam is much,
much more offensive to me than any cartoon can ever be.
#CharlieHebdo
1:39 PM - 7 Jan 2015 · Våler, Norge, Norge
41,558 41,558 Retweets 27,200 27,200 favorites
Follow

rabia chaudry @rabiasquared
Horrifed and saddened by attack at #CharlieHebdo. Simple as
that. No political rhetoric to add right now. Just sick to my
stomach.
3:47 PM - 7 Jan 2015
50 50 Retweets 52 52 favorites
Follow

Mustafa Akyol @AkyolinEnglish
As a Muslim, I condemn the cruel attack on #CharlieHebdo &
offer condolences to the French people.
The "Islam" of the murderers is not mine.
3:31 PM - 7 Jan 2015
598 598 Retweets 426 426 favorites
Follow

Sabbiyah Pervez @sabbiyah
Sheer madness, mind boggling that people will kill over a cartoon.
So far from any faith they claim to belong to. #NotInMyName
2:38 PM - 7 Jan 2015
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46 46 Retweets 33 33 favorites
Follow

ال قا سمي س عود س لطان
✔
@SultanAlQassemi

When the Nazis were rounding up French Jews to kill them the
Paris Grand mosque took them in.
http://
goo.gl/jha9Ld
#NotInMyName
1:41 PM - 7 Jan 2015

The New York Times
How a Paris Mosque Sheltered Jews in the Holocaust
A new French film by Ismaël Ferroukhi tells a little-known story of how a
Paris mosque saved some Jews from the Nazis.

View on web
274 274 Retweets 149 149 favorites
Follow

Ali Gokal @aligokal
You shouted 'Allahu Akber' whilst murdering others? You are a
disgrace to my religion. May the dead rest in peace
#notinmyname #charliehebdo
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2:27 PM - 7 Jan 2015
311 311 Retweets 265 265 favorites
Follow

Mirnes Kovac @MirnesKovac
The attack on #CharlieHebdo is the attack on every Muslim living
in Europe. Those who did this henious crime are cowards
#notinmyname
2:16 PM - 7 Jan 2015
36 36 Retweets 31 31 favorites
Follow

Mohammed Shafiq @mshafiquk
I strongly condemn the armed attack on #CharlieHebdo offices in
Paris. #notinmyname
12:40 PM - 7 Jan 2015
8 8 Retweets 12 12 favorites
Follow

Marta - Aishah @MartaMimoRevert
Our Prophet used to pray for the person who mocked him, he
NEVER killed anyone or ordered this. #FranceShooting
#NotInMyName RIP the victims
3:59 PM - 7 Jan 2015
145 145 Retweets 209 209 favorites
Follow

omid safi @ostadjaan
Response to #CharlieHebdo #ParisShooting? Neither apologetics
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nor xenophobia, but a robust commitment to a robust and
pluralistic democracy.
4:46 PM - 7 Jan 2015
43 43 Retweets 24 24 favorites

Dr. Bilal Rana, President of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Youth Association,
said that her organization plans to launch a letter writing campaign to
openly condemn the attack:
The sanctity of human life is central to our faith. That lives could taken
in this manner for any cause is appalling and unjustifiable.
Members of the Muslim Advisory Council to the NYPD
"unequivocally" denounced the shooting.
Regardless of motive or rationalization or evidence or excuse, killing
twelve innocent people to avenge Prophet Muhammad has no
justification and must be condemned without citing any victimhood.
At this moment of national grief we ask the French people not to allow
this senseless violence perpetrated by three terrorists to put a wedge
between peaceful French Muslims and the broader public. We call
upon the authorities to swiftly apprehend the perpetrators who should
be punished to the full extent of the French law.
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